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I. INTRODUCTION

On May 6, 2003, the United States and Singapore signed The United StatesSingapore Free Trade Agreement ("USSFTA") that entered into force on January
1, 2004.' This agreement was the first of its kind between the United States and
any Asian Pacific country.' Singapore became only the fifth nation to ratify a free

* J.D., University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law, to be conferred May, 2006; B.A., History,
University of California at Berkeley, August, 2002.
1. United States-Singapore Free Trade Agreement, May 6, 2003, U.S.-Sing, available at http://www.
mti.gov.sg/public/PDF/CMT/ FTAUSSFrAAgreementFinal.pdf. [hereinafter USSFTA].
2. Press Release, Office of the Press Secretary, Transcript from President Signs U.S.-Singapore Free
Trade Agreement (May 6, 2003), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releasesI2003/05/2003050611.html (last visited Jan. 16, 2005) [hereinafter Transcript] (detailing a statement by President George W.
Bush).
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trade agreement ("FTA") with the United States, after Jordan, Israel, Canada and
Mexico, and before Morocco and Bahrain.3
Originally, Singapore acted as a part of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations ("ASEAN"), who collectively aimed to negotiate trade agreements
between Japan, China, and South Korea. 4 However, because ASEAN's ten
members were in different stages of development, negotiations were
complicated.5 Thus, in response to the problems and delays within ASEAN,
Singapore shifted to an aggressive strategy of initiating individual free trade
agreements with its trade partners.6 Although angering its fellow ASEAN
members,7 the strategy proved to be successful.' Subsequently, Singapore signed
FTAs with the United States, Jordan, Japan, Australia, New Zealand and the
European Free Trade Association ("EFTA").9
Currently, the global economic trend is shifting towards the rapid
liberalization of trade.' ° The United States and Singapore, both with large global
economic stakes, are no exception." To deal with the pressing need to negotiate

3. See generally U.S. Trade Representative, USTR-Bilateral Trade Agreements, at http://www.
ustr.gov/Trade-Agreements/Bilateral/SecionIndex.html (last visited Feb. 25, 2005) (listing the bilateral free
trade agreements between the United States and other countries).
4. ASEAN includes Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. George 0. White, III, Comment, From Snowplows to Siopao-Trying to
Compete in a Global Marketplace: The ASEAN Free Trade Area, 8 TULSA J. COMP. & INT'L L. 177, 180-81
(2000).
5. See Hamisah Hamid, Singapore FTAs Spurred by Need to Strengthen Links, BUSINESS TIMES, Aug.
14 2002, available at LEXIS, News Library (noting specifically that Singapore and Malaysia have stronger
service sectors than the other ASEAN countries); see also White, supra note 4 at 185-188 (explaining that
original members, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand are substantially ahead
economically when comparing Gross Domestic Product and Purchasing Power Parity).
6. See Goh Expects to Start Free Trade Talks Early Next Year, JIJI PRESS TICKER SERVICE, Dec. 9,
1999, available at LEXIS, News Library (reporting that Singapore Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong expressed
that Singapore would move on free trade agreements faster than other members of the WTO "to establish a
network of free trade agreements to advance the cause of multilateral free trade").
7. See, e.g., FTAs Must Not Undermine Asean's Interests, Says Rafidah, MALAYSIA ECONOMIC NEWS,
June 9, 2001, available at LEXIS, News Library (explaining Malaysia's concerns that free trade agreements
offer a "backdoor" to enter the regional market, specifically criticizing Singapore).
8. See Amrin Amin et al., South East Asia and InternationalLaw, 7 SING. J. INT'L & COMP. L. 284, 299302 (2003) (noting that Singapore successfully entered and completed free trade negotiations with many
countries).
9. See Singapore Free Trade Agreements, at http://app.fta.gov.sg/asp/fta/ourfta.asp (last visited Mar. 17,
2005) (listing the concluded and on-going free trade negotiations between Singapore and other countries). The
EFTA consists of Switzerland, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway. See Singapore Free Trade AgreementsEuropean Free TradeAssociation, at http://app.fta.gov.sg/asp/fta/esfta.asp (last visited April 21, 2005).
10. See U.S. State Dept., Economic Growth Should Open Door for G8 Reforms, U.S. Says, at
http://usinfo.state.gov/xarchives/display.htm?p=washfie-english&y=2004&m=June&x=20040608161233ebye
ssedo0.5631525&t=livefeeds/wf-latest.htm (last visited Feb. 21, 2005) (discussing the need for trade promotion
authority vested in the executive); see also Thomas J. Manley & Luis Lauredo, InternationalLabor Standards
in Free Trade Agreements of the Americas, 18 EMORY INT'L L. REV. 85, 87 (2004) (observing that "the
liberalization of international trade rules is certainly among the most powerful trends reshaping the post-Cold
War world").
11. See Transcript,supra note 2 (reporting that President Bush noted that Singapore has built a "strong
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with other countries for free trade, in the summer of 2002, the U.S. Congress
granted President George W. Bush trade promotion authority.' 2 In response, "the
Bush administration launched the Enterprise for ASEAN Initiative' 3 to lay the
groundwork for bilateral free-trade arrangements with ASEAN countries."' Also,
the administration began work on opening negotiations with individual countries,
leading to free trade negotiations with Chile and Singapore.'" While the United
6
States views free trade favorably because it fosters overseas trade,' critics voice
concern over its effect of outsourcing jobs from the United States to foreign
countries.'7 Critics also note that the United States has not dealt with the
problems arising from the failure to properly enforce free trade provisions."
Thus, the United States must consider the quality and content of its negotiations
and the effects of implementing free trade, not simply the positive financial
effects of free trade.' 9

and vibrant economy"). Singapore ranks as the second freest economy in the world. As for the United States,
the International Monetary fund notes that "Global growth remains unduly
dependent on the United States and China." See INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, WORLD EcONOMIC
OUTLOOK 9, at http://www.imf.org/extemal/pubs/ft/weo/2005/01/pdf/chapterl.pdf (last visited April 19, 2005).
12. Bipartisan Trade Promotion Authority Act of 2002, 19 U.S.C. § 3801 (2004). Congress previously
granted this power to the President from 1974 to 1994. Id. See Laura L. Wright, Trade Promotion Authority:
Fast Trackfor the Twenty-FirstCentury?, 12 WM. & MARY BILL OF RTS. J. 979, 979-81 (2004) (explaining that
trade promotion authority powers were from what was previously known as "fast track authority," although the
trade promotion authority offers the U.S. Congress stronger interference); see also Free Trade Deals: Is the
United States Losing Ground as Its Trading PartnersMove Ahead?: HearingBefore the Subcomm. of Trade of
the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 107th Cong. (2001) (statement of Thomas J. Donohue, President And
Chief Executive Officer, U.S. Chamber Of Commerce) (expressing that trade promotion authority is necessary
to expand international trade and maintain the United States' position as a world leader).
13. See Naotaka Matsukata, Letters to the Editor: Robust U.S. Record on Asia Trade Links, FINANCIAL
TIMES, Dec. 15, 2004, at 14, available at 2004 WL 100699208 (noting the strength of the U.S. initiative for free
trade links towards Singapore and other Asian countries).
14. See Bush, Goh Sign U.S.-Singapore Free Trade Pact, AsIAN ECONOMIC NEWS, May 13, 2003,
availableat 2003 WL 8841779 (explaining the drive of the Bush administration to finish the agreement, which
originated at the end of the Clinton administration on November 16, 2000) [hereinafter Pact].
15. See Transcript, supra note 2 (noting President Bush's statement, "From the first days of this
administration, we have been working to extend the benefits of trade to every region of the world.").
16. See Anup Shah, Criticisms of Current Forms of Free Trade, at http://www.globalissues.org/
TradeRelated/FreeTrade/Criticisms.asp (last updated May 6, 2004) (discussing numerous and growing
criticisms of free trade). Some of the most apparent criticisms are an increased "unaccountable" power by larger
countries over smaller countries, environmental degradation, decrease in worker's rights, and concerns on
cultural impact. Id.
17. See Charles Schumer & Paul Craig Roberts, Second Thoughts on Free Trade, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 6,
2004, at A23 (questioning the underlying policies and effects of free trade).
18. See Excerpts from a Dispatch Interview with Sen. John Kerry, COLUMBUS DISPATCH, Sept. 26,
2004, at 17A (explaining that nations are rarely penalized for failing to enforce critical pieces of free trade
agreements).
19. See Implementation of U.S. Bilateral Free Trade Agreements with Chile and Singapore: Hearing
Before the Subcomm. on Trade of the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 108th Cong. (2003) (statement of
Gawain Kripke, Senior Policy Advisor, Oxfam America) (arguing against copying and applying provisions of a
free trade agreement for efficiency purposes to ensure the economic viability of any proposed terms)
[hereinafter Kripke].
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Singapore has made rapid progress in its free trade negotiations with other
countries. 0 Still, the success of these bilateral deals comes only in the face of the
failure of multilateral forums such as ASEAN, the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation ("APEC") and the World Trade Organization ("WTO"), to open
doors to free trade.2'
This comment focuses on the relationship between free trade and intellectual
property in Singapore. More specifically, it will discuss the changes to that
relationship due to the USSFTA 2 The USSFTA is particularly important for two
reasons. First, Singapore is an important player in the world market and changes
to its intellectual property law will greatly affect its economy, which in turn,
impacts Asia's economy2 3 Second, as the first free trade agreement between the
United States and an Asian Pacific country, the agreement may serve as an
example which the United States may duplicate with other countries in the
region. 24 Part II provides a brief background to the USSFTA, including political
and economic concerns in both the United States and Singapore 2 Part III focuses
on the specific USSFTA provisions related to intellectual property and related
business practices.26 It also highlights Singapore's judicial and legislative
challenges in adapting to the law, and discusses specific issues that may arise due
to revising the law. 27 Finally, Part IV concludes that the USSFTA is a boon to
both the United States and Singapore despite the burdens of heightened
intellectual property protection on Singapore.2 ' Although the changes in
intellectual property law help effectuate the overall intent of the USSFTA to
benefit Singapore through increased foreign participation in Singapore's
economy, 9 Singapore must accept the burdens of intellectual property protection,

20. See Amin, supra note 8, at 299-302 (discussing Singapore's shift in strategy towards bilateral
agreements).
21. See id. at 299 (noting the problems within ASEAN to finalize agreements due to the individual
countries' economic and cultural differences).
22. See generally infra text accompanying notes 30-41 (characterizing the USSFTA's primary purpose
as opening up trade between the United States and Singapore, supported by many influential changes to
intellectual property which reflect a concern for trade rather than a concern for intellectual property rights
themselves).
23. See generally infra text accompanying notes 35-41 (describing Singapore's role in the world
economy).
24. See Kripke, supra note 19 (discussing the United States' approach towards free trade negotiations).
25. See infra Part II (discussing political influences surrounding the agreement).
26. See infra Part II(examining the changes to all aspects of intellectual property laws in Singapore).
27. See infra Part IV (describing the challenges that the Singapore judiciary may face in applying the
new laws).
28. See Senator Max Baucus, Speech of Sen. Max Baucus at the First Annual Asia Forum "Toward a
Strong Asia Trade Policy", U.S. FED. NEWS, Sept. 21, 2004, available at LEXIS, News Library (urging the
United States to put more resources and focus into negotiations with Asia).
29. See Intellectual Asset Management, infra note 189 (describing the long term benefits of accepting
strengthened intellectual property protection via treaties, including the ability to accept increased exports,
imports, and attractiveness for industries built on intangible assets).
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including stifled creativity for Singapore inventors and decreased internal
competition in the Singapore market. 0

II. AN INSTRUMENT OF POLITICAL AND ECONOMICAL CONCERNS
A. The RelationshipBetween the United States and Singapore
Although the USSFTA is a bilateral agreement between Singapore and the
United States, the USSFTA affects many more than those two countries." As the
first free trade agreement in Asia, the United States intends to use it as a template
for negotiations with other Asian countries,32 as well as with other countries
around the world.33 Singapore is the second largest Asian investor in the United
States, which makes it a natural partner for a free trade agreement. 34 Further,
because Singapore is among the strongest economies in Asia,33 it has great
influence over the region's economy, and the USSFTA will impact all of its
trading partners.36
Although the United States has clearly outlined a strategy towards
liberalizing free trade, others have suggested that the U.S. agenda includes more
than free trade.37 More than one author has suggested that the United States

30. See MICHELE BOLDRIN & DAVID K. LEVINE, PERFECTLY COMPETITIVE INNOVATION, 4 (2003),
available at http:/levine.sscnet.ucla.edu/papers/pci23.pdf (last visited Mar. 10, 2005) (explaining that
intellectual property rights serve only to reinforce monopoly control, with its attendant damages of inefficiently
high prices, low quantities, and stifled future innovation).
31. See, e.g., Amin, supra note 8, at 298-299 (describing the impact on the ASEAN states).
32. See David A. Gantz, The Evolution of FTA Investment Provisions: From NAFTA to the United
States-Chile Free Trade Agreement, 19 Am. U. INT'L L. REV. 679, 680 (2004) (describing how the Singapore
and Chile free trade agreements used NAFTA as a model); see also Kripke, supra note 19 (noting that the
United States may consider a "template" approach for other countries in its future free trade agreements). Sen.
Kripke admonishes that this approach can be harmful to many countries because it may not properly account for
the nation's current state of development. Id.
33. See Yeo Si-Dong, Government Must Muster Public Supportfor FTAs, CHOSUN ILBO, Dec. 1, 2004,
available at 2004 WL 56748273 (arguing that free trade agreements are becoming necessary for global trade).
"Many countries are now competing with each other to sign FrAs. Over 150 have now taken global effect and
over 50 percent of world trade is now conducted through this framework." Id.
34. Sherrillyn S. Lim, Comment, The U.S.-Singapore Free Trade Agreement: Fostering Confidence and
Commitment in Asia, 34 CAL. W. INT'L L.J. 301, 311 (2004).
35. See generally John Burton, Singapore Reports Biggest Growth in 8 Years, FINANCIAL TIMES, July
13, 2004, available at LEXIS, News Library (reporting that Singapore's economy experienced a large increase
in growth in the first half of 2004).
36. See Anna Teo, Will S'pore's Trade Markets Change in '05?, BUSINESS TIMES, Feb. 14, 2005,
available at 2005 WL 64666013 (reporting that total trade grew 22.5 percent in 2004 to exceed $580 billion,
crossing the $500 billion mark for the first time as the global economic climate improved).
37. See Simon S.C. Tay, Perspectives on Terrorismfrom Asia, the United States, and the Middle East:
Asia and the United States after 9/11: Primacy and Partnershipin the Pacific, 28 FLETCHER F. WORLD AFF.
113, 122 (2004) (noting that part of Singapore's reward for helping in the war against terrorism was
"strengthened political and economic ties with the United States, signified by the bilateral free trade
agreement."); Elizabeth Becker, Bush Signs Trade Pact with Singapore, a Wartime Ally, N.Y. TIMES, May 7,
2003, at C4 (discussing political implications of Singapore's aid throughout the war against terrorism).
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responded more kindly to Singapore's request for a free trade agreement because
Singapore supported the United States in the war on terrorism and the war in
Iraq.3" Indeed, U.S. government officials have confirmed that the treaty was in
part to reward Singapore for its support.39
Franklin L. Lavin, the U.S. ambassador to Singapore, said the USSFTA was
40
made in accord with the U.S. administration's policy of "working with friends."
Although the Agreement is not clearly separate from the U.S. political agenda, it
has numerous beneficial effects for both the U.S. and Singapore markets."
Therefore, it should not be viewed simply as a political favor.42 Bilateral trade
between the United States and Singapore totaled nearly $40 billion in 2001 .4 The
United States was Singapore's second largest trading partner, while Singapore
was the eleventh-largest U.S. trading partner." Furthermore, the Asian region
houses five of the top ten U.S. trading partners. 5 Thus, the primary purpose
behind entering
into the Agreement for both Singapore and the United States was
• 46
economic.
Aside from the issues relating to Singapore's wartime status, another
sensitive political issue in the free trade agreement negotiations concerned
control over foreign currency flows. 47 In light of the Asian currency crisis of
1997-1998, Singapore felt that it needed to control capital flows to handle
possible future economic problems. 4 Singapore was particularly sensitive to this
issue due to the U.S. Congress' failure to react quickly to provide aid to the
Asian region during the financial crisis. 9 In fact, this issue was the final hurdle in

38. See, e.g., id. (noting that Singapore benefited in its free trade discussions due to its status as a
wartime ally to the United States).
39. Id.
40. Becker, supra note 37, at C4.
41. See Paul Kangas et al., Nightly Business Report, July 13, 2004 (reporting that American businesses
have more money invested in Southeast Asia than in China, Mexico or Japan, and trade with the region amounts
to about $120 billion a year).
42. See, e.g., The Report of the Advisory Committee for Trade Policy and Negotiations, 1 (2003)
available at http://www.ustr.gov/assets/Trade-Agreements/Bilateral/Singapore-FrA/Reports/asset-uploadfile86_3223.pdf (last visited Mar. 15, 2005) (demonstrating that an overwhelming margin of the U.S.
Congressional subcommittees found that the agreements promote U.S. economic interests and substantially
achieve the negotiating objectives set out by Congress in Trade Promotion Authority legislation it enacted last
year).
43. Pact,supra note 14.
44. U.S. Banks Express Interest in Local Market, STRAITS TIMES, Jan 18, 2003, available at 2003 WL
2355523 (reporting statistics for the 2002 fiscal year).
45. See Baucus, supra note 28 (encouraging more focus on the Asia market). Sen. Baucus also noted
that "seven of the last decade's eleven fastest growing economies [are in Asia]. More than half the world's
population lives in Asia. Ask anyone in the business community where the most important markets for the
future lie. They're in Asia." Id.
46. See generally, infra notes 59-69 (noting some of the direct economic benefits of the agreement).
47. The Associated Press, U.S. Reports a Final Deal ForSingapore Trade Pact, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 16,
2003, at C5.
48. See id. (reporting that the issue was a possible obstacle to the final deal).
49. See generally BERNARD K. GORDON, AMERICA'S TRADE FOLLIES: TURNING ECONOMIC
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the USSFTA negotiations. ° In the USSFTA, both countries reached a
compromise that allows Singapore to impose restrictions on foreign capital flows
in such a crisis. 1 On the larger global and political scale, the USSFTA may help
to mend these negative sentiments towards the United States in Asia.52
because it
Independent of its specific provisions, the USSFTA is important
3 Nao Matsukata 4
Asia.
in
States
United
the
for
foothold
a
establishes
characterized the most important impact of the Agreement is that it provides a
"direct link to Southeast Asia, where we don't have the strongest economic
ties."55 Even after the USSFTA's ratification, Professor Tommy Koh urges the
United States to increase its work in the area because the United States is losing
the competition for influence in Southeast Asia.56 Thus, the USSFTA is clearly
beneficial to the United States as it will help catalyze negotiations in the
Southeast Asian region by showing an ongoing commitment to the area.57
In addition, President Bush summarized the USSFTA's importance at the
signing ceremony, where he stated, "This free-trade agreement will increase
access to Singapore's dynamic markets for American exporters, services
providers and investors. Singapore is a nation that is small in size but large in
influence. With this agreement, Singapore becomes an even more valued
economic partner of the United States."58 Thus, the positive political
ramifications of the agreement were an important part of the negotiations and
played a major role along with the more prevalent economic benefits contained in
the Agreement.

LEADERSHIP INTO STRATEGIC WEAKNESS, 116 (Routledge, 2001) (chronicling the start of the financial crisis

where Thailand's currency devalued quickly, dragging down neighboring nations). Despite Thailand's and other
Asian nations' request for immediate assistance, the United States failed to help via loans until Korea, a major
military ally, requested aid. Id. By dragging its feet, the United States caused anti-American sentiments in Asia
to rise. Id.
50. See Singapore, US trade agreement curbs capitalflows during crisis-MAS, AFX NEWS, Jan. 16,
2003, at LEXIS Law Library (describing the completion of the Singapore FTA).
51. See USSFrA, supra note 1, art. 5 (restricting investors from totally withdrawing funds in the event
of such an emergency, thus preventing money from rapidly inflating or deflating, and thus stabilizing the
economy.)
52. See Pact, supranote 14 (reporting that Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong said that the USSFrA is "the
beginning of a trans-Pacific bridge between the United States and East Asia").
53. Id.
54. Nao Matsuka is the former director of policy and planning for the U.S. Trade Representative, Robert
B. Zoellick. Id.
55. Id.
56. Asad Latif, US 'Losing its Influence' in S-E Asia, STRAITS TIMES, Dec. 7, 2004, available at 2004
WL 97947315 (noting that Professor Koh, chairman of the Institute of Policy Studies, believes that China is in
the lead for Southeast Asian influence).
57. See Pact, supra note 14 (reporting that Prime Minister Tong said, "I believe that it will catalyze
greater trade liberalization in East Asia.").
58. Id.
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B. Trade Regulations and Economic Effects
The USSFTA's direct economic effects deserve examination as an
instrument of economic progress. The USSFTA removes tariffs on exports from
the United States to Singapore. 9 In addition, tariffs on imports from Singapore to
United States will largely disappear, with a small number being phased out
within eight yearsi 0 Singapore exporters expect to save over $200 million
annually due to the removal of these tariffs.61
Along with providing more freedom for importers and exporters,62 the
Agreement also expands rights for investors and financial-based companies.63
Specifically, the USSFTA allows U.S. law firms, banks and other financial
service companies to expand their presence in Singapore. 6" U.S. investors in
Singapore now enjoy the same legal protection given to Singapore investors.65
Singapore's Home Affairs Minister, Wong Kan Seng, said, "While the benefits
6
of FTAs are not always easy to quantify, trade figures have been encouraging."
In their first annual review of the FTA, Singapore's Trade and Industry Ministry
and the U.S. Embassy noted that trade in goods and services between Singapore
and the United States rose more than ten percent over the previous year, to about
$40 billion, as a result of the ETA.67 Aside from these direct economic effects
focusing on businesses, the Agreement also provides protections for intellectual
property, workers' rights, and the environment, 6' which in turn, have indirect
economic effects. 69
59. USSFrA, supra note 1, arts. 2.4, 2.7.
60. Id. at Annex 10C (Specific Commitments).
61. See William Choong, Cheaper Beer Likely Under Free-TradeDeal, STRAITS TIMES, Dec 17, 2002,
available at 2002 WL 103123720 (reporting that Singapore will commit to tariff elimination on beer and other
alcoholic beverages); see also U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Country Commercial Guide FY2002: Singapore, at
http://www.world-digest.com/Guides/sn (last visited Feb. 7, 2005) (explaining that Singapore most frequently
exports high-technology goods such as electronic and electrical products and components to the United States).
62. See Kris Wise, Port Enjoyed Record-Breaking 2004, THE POST AND COURIER, Jan. 31, 2005 (noting
that there are substantial economic benefits, although U.S. exporters still have to comply with the complex
documentations rules of NAFTA).
63. Pact,supra note 14.
64. See id. (explaining that increased financial protections offers U.S. investors heightened security and
more options).
65. Nicholas Fang, FTA Will Give U.S. Investors Protection, STRAITS TIMES, Dec. 18, 2002, available
at LEXIS Law Library, Non-US Newspapers and Wires.
66. Cooperation Gives Singapore Firms Clout, STRAITS TIMES, Dec. 7, 2004, available at 2004 WL
100794371.
67. Singapore-U.S. FTA boosts bilateral trade by 10%, JAPAN ECONOMIC NEwSWIRE, Feb. 3, 2005,
availableat LEXIS, International News. "Investment flows also have increased. They anticipate further gains in
coming years as companies take advantage of enhanced trade and investment opportunities created by the
Agreement," according to a joint statement issued by the two governments. Id.
68. See generally Andrea N. Anderson, Comment, The United States Jordan Free Trade Agreement,
United States Chile Free Trade Agreement and the United States Singapore Free Trade Agreement:
Advancement of EnvironmentalPreservation?,29 BROOKLYN J. INT'L L. 1221 (2004) (discussing issues outside
the scope of this comment in the environmental protections contained in free trade agreements between the
United States and Jordan, Chile, and Singapore).
69. See Clyde Summers, The Battle in Seattle: Free Trade, Labor Rights, and Societal Values, 22 U. PA.
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The USSFTA not only benefits Singapore, but is also expected to generate
positive spillover effects to Indonesia." Under the USSFTA integrated sourcing
initiative, companies in Singapore are allowed to relocate production to
Indonesia and still enjoy preferential tariffs from the United States if the products
are shipped to Singapore for value-added operations, as part of the manufacturing
process." This could be a potential loophole that allows items made in other
Southeast Asian nations, with whom the United States has not negotiated
agreements, to benefit from the lowered Singapore tariffs.72 Maintaining tariffs is
an important political issue in the United States.73 For example, the tsunami
disaster tariffs have not been significantly altered, concerning the countries
whose economies were severely harmed by the disaster. 4 However, allowing
these countries to benefit from reduced tariffs with the United States without a
formal agreement is of equal concern because those countries are not subject to
similar regulations imposed by the USSFTA. Although, Singapore is unlikely to
ignore the intent of the Agreement and allow such violations to occur, thus
quieting the concern."

J. INT'L ECON. L. 61, 67 (2001) (noting the relation between labor rights and the economy and arguing that
protecting "core labor rights" such as those prohibiting forced labor, child labor, and discrimination "would
have minimal impact on labor costs").
70. John Coyle, Comment, Rules of Origin as Instruments of Foreign Economic Policy: An Analysis of
the Integrated Sourcing Initiative in the U.S.-Singapore Free Trade Agreement, 29 YALE J. INT'L L. 545, 553
(2004) (noting that "[flor non-WTO member states, however, the possibility exists that they could realize
improved access to the U.S. market by transshipping goods through Singapore.").
71. Id.at551-553.
72. See Trade in Services and E-Commerce: The Significance of the Singapore and Chile Free Trade
Agreements: Hearing Before the House Subcomm. on Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Prot. of the House
Comm. on Energy and Commerce, 108th Cong. 72 (2003) (statement of Representative Jan Schakowsky)
(stating, "There is a potential loophole that will allow for goods produced elsewhere, specifically in Indonesia
where there are widespread abuses of labor rights, to be treated as Singaporean goods, even if they never go
through Singapore. We cannot afford to overlook these practices.").
73. See U.S. to Consider 'Trade Initiatives'for Tsunami-Hit Economies, A FX NEWS LTD., Jan. 25,
2005, available at LEXIS, News Library (reporting that U.S. industries fiercely resisted the Bush
administration's suggestion to cut tariffs in response to the tsunami).
74. See John Audley & Kareem Saleh, Letters to the Editor: Help by Reducing Tariffs, INTERNATIONAL
HERALD TRIBUNE, Jan. 28, 2005, at 9 (noting that requests for textile, agricultural and shrimp export tariff
reductions would be the most effective aid for countries hit by the December 26, 2004 tsunami, although those
requests face legal and political hurdles in the United States).
75. See, e.g., U.S. Dept. of Commerce, supra note 61 (discussing Singapore's government as transparent
and clean with an open attitude towards business).
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Ill. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ASPECTS
A.

Trend Towards IncreasedProtection
1. HistoricalStruggle Between Protection and Free Trade

At the formation of the organized global economy, the free trade movement
was skeptical of, and even hostile to, the notion of intellectual property
protection, which was regarded as monopolistic and harmful to a free,
competitive economy. 76 As an example of the negative attitude taken towards
intellectual property, during the late nineteenth century, many European
countries reduced patent duration because of public opinion." Today, quite the
opposite is the case, as the opinion of intellectual property protection has taken a
drastic turn, at least among the world's largest economies.7 ' A membership
prerequisite to the WTO is agreeing to the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights ("TRIPS"),79 a treaty that strengthens and extends protection over

intellectual property rights. 0 In general, industrialized nations favor
strengthening intellectual property rights because the protections assure
businesses and owners of intellectual property rights that they will be free from
piracy and theft, thereby raising investor confidence.8 ' Thus, the trend of
intellectual property rights for industrialized nations is towards increasing
protection.82 However, developing nations prefer to avoid increasing protection.83
76. See Genetic Resources Action International, Intellectual Property Rights and Biodiversity: The
Economic Myths, in 3 GLOBAL TRADE AND BIODIVERSITY IN CONFLICT (1998), at http://www.grain.org/
publications/issue3-en.cfm (last visited Feb. 25, 2005) (claiming intellectual property rights are merely a
government sanctioned monopoly and subsidy that puts territorial borders around technologies and other
inventions so firms can maximize their profits).
77. See Fritz Machlup & Edith Penrose, The Patent Controversy in the 19th Century, 10 J. ECON.
HISTORY 1, 1-29 (1950) (explaining the history of free trade and intellectual property in the 1800s).
78. Compare Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Apr. 15, 1994,
Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, Annex IC, art. 65:2, Legal InstrumentsResults of the Uruguay Round vol. 31, 33 I.L.M. 81 (1994) [hereinafter TRIPS] (defining a set of uniform
intellectual property rights), with Brian Martin, Against Intellectual Property, 21 PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIAL
ACTION 7 (1995), available at http://www.uow.edu.au/arts/sts/bmartin/pubs/95psa.htm (last visited Mar. 10,
2005) (reflecting that arguments against intellectual property continue today, although these concerns are often
ignored outside of the theoretical context).
79. See World Trade Organization, Module 7, FAQS (2), at http://www.wto.org/english/thewtoe/whatis_e/eol/e/wto07/wto7_46.htm(last visited March 17, 2005) (explaining that "the TRIPS Agreement
applies to all WTO Members," although extensions for full compliance are granted for developing countries).
80. See World Trade Organization, Understandingthe WTO: Basics: Principles of the Trading System,
at http://www.wto.org/english/thewto-e/whatis-e/tife/fact2_e.htm (last visited Feb. 4, 2005) (noting the aim of
TRIPS to treat foreign and local trademarks, copyrights, and patents equally).
81. See Ambassador Lauren Moriarty, Remarks to the Asia Society in Sashington (Dec. 1, 2004), at
http://usinfo.state.gov/cap/archive/2004/Dec/03-517926.html (last visited Dec. 2, 2004) (noting piracy and
security as priorities in the free trade agreements).
82. See Ana I. Eiras & Denise H. Froning, U.S. Trade Agreements with Chile and Singapore: Steps to
Global Free Trade Agreement, The HeritageFoundation (Jan. 30, 2001), available at http://www.heritage.org/
Research/TradeandForeignAid/EM715.cfm (last visited Oct. 24, 2004) (discussing the trend towards increased
intellectual property protection).
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If intellectual property rights are too broad, creativity and innovation suffer. 1
Thus, a balance must be properly struck to allow developing nations to handle the
boost and growth in creativity and innovation while protecting the rights of
existing intellectual property right owners."
2. Singapore'sRelationship with Intellectual Property
s6
Singapore has only recently adapted to a knowledge-based economy, and
87
does not have a large amount of intellectual property owners within its borders.
Thus, Singapore does not appear to have an interest in increasing intellectual
property rights. However, adopting foreign standards as a part of free trade
agreements is part of Singapore's strategy to benefit its overall economic position
and open free trade." For example, the Heritage Foundation recognized
Singapore's dedication to free trade by ranking Singapore second in the world
"Index of Economic Freedom."89 Despite Singapore's stance towards accepting
free trade, critics have pointed out that Singapore does not have a large
intellectual property creation-based industry, claiming that USSFTA is merely

83. See Civil Groups Want IP Off Trade-Talks Agenda With U.S., THE NATION, Oct. 11, 2004, available
at 2004 WL 87959471 (reporting that in the Thailand-U.S. free trade negotiations, there has been specific
outcry against altering intellectual property laws under the agreement). The Nation reported that "civil groups
called for intellectual property to be excluded from the second round of the Thai-US Free Trade Agreement
negotiation because of fears it would give unjustified protection to rich IP developers at the expense of Thais."
Id.
84. James Bessen & Eric Maskin, Sequential Innovation, Patents, and Imitiation 2 (2002), at
http://researchoninnovation.org/patent.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005) (unpublished manuscript, copy on file
with The Transnational Lawyer) (explaining that strengthened computer software patent protection in the
1980's "ushered in a period of stagnant, if not declining, R&D among those industries and firms that patented
most").
85. See id. (describing the negative economic effects of strict intellectual property protection on
countries of varying economic development).
86. See Rahul Sen & Sanja S. Pattanayak, The ChallengesBefore the Singapore Economy, 24 FLETCHER
F. WORLD AFF. 15, 16-18 (2000) (explaining the nature of the Singapore economy, its recent transition as a
knowledge-based economy, and its policy of internationalization).
87. See Intellectual Property Office of Singapore, Copyright-basedIndustriesBoost Singapore'sEconomy,
at http://www.ipacademy.edu.sg/site/ipa-cws/resource/resource/news/Mediarelease-copyright(amended)3.pdf (last
visited Mar. 1, 2005) (reporting that copyright-based industries accounted for 5.6 percent of Singapore's Gross
Domestic Product); see also Press Release, International Intellectual Property Alliance, IIPA's New Economic
Study Reveals the Copyright Industries Continues to be a Driving Force in the U.S. Economy, at www.iipa.
comlpressreleases/2004_Oct7_Siwek.pdf (last visited Mar. 1, 2005) (copy on file with The TransnationalLawyer)
(reporting that in the United States, copyright-based industries account for 12 percent of the U.S. Gross Domestic
Product).
88. See Eugene Kheng-Boon Tan, Law and Values in Governance:The Singapore Way, 30 HONG KONG
L.J. 91, 91-92 (2000) (examining the role of the law and legal system in Singapore's success, including
Singapore's strategy of acceding to many international treaties in the economic and commercial arena).
89. See Marc A. Miles et al., 2005 Index of Economic Freedom, at http://www.heritage.org/research/
features/index/index.cfm (last visited Jan. 15, 2005) (naming Singapore as the world's second freest economy
among the 155 economies studied by American conservative think tank, The Heritage Foundation, and The
Wall Street Journal). Singapore has been in the number two spot for several years-notably higher than the
United States. Id.
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protecting foreign companies.9 ° Although it is true that the intellectual property
provisions will protect far more foreign interests than local interests, the
economic gain to the local economy from these protections will be evident
through increased foreign investment.9
Thus, the United States requested that Singapore harmonize its intellectual
property laws with those of the United States.92 Singapore complied with all of
the provisions in the Agreement, including implementing amendments to existing
laws on July 1, 2004 and January 1, 2005. 9' In Chapter 16 of the USSFTA each
country agreed to ratify several treaties guaranteeing further protection of
intellectual property, covering trademarks, patents, copyrights, and the
enforcement of those rights.94 In addition, provisions were included to deal with
anticompetitive business practices.95
B. The Effect on Intellectual PropertyRights
1. Trademarks
Pursuant to the USSFTA, the United States and Singapore agreed to change
Singapore's definition of a trademark to match U.S. law.96 The amended Trade
Mark Act went into effect in accordance with the Agreement on July 1, 2004. 9'
The definition of trademark no longer contains the requirement that the
trademark must be visually perceptible. 98 Trademark applicants may now register
for nonconventional marks such as sound and scent marks.99 However, a nonconventional mark must still satisfy the same registration criteria as more

90. See Intellectual Property Office of Singapore, New IP Laws-FAQS, at http://www.newiplaws.
org.sg/index-faqs.htm (last visited Jan. 16, 2005) (answering criticisms relating to the strong intellectual
property provisions of the agreement) [hereinafter FAQSI.
91. See id. (addressing concerns by local businesses over the new restrictions to consumers and users of
intellectual property); see also Progress Achieved on U.S. Priorities at APEC, supra note 81 (noting the
correlation between increased intellectual property protection and increased investment).
92. See U.S. Trade Representative, Free Trade with Singapore: America's FirstFree Trade Agreement
in Asia, at http://www.ustr.gov/Document-Library/Fact Sheets/2002/Free-Trade -with-Singapore-Americas FirstFreeTradeAgreementjinAsia.html (last visited Nov. 12, 2004) (reflecting how Singapore adopts
intellectual property practices of the United States, and not vice versa).
93. Copyright (Amendment) Bill (2005) (Sing.) and Trade Marks Act (2004) (Sing.).
94. USSFTA, supranote 1, art. 16.
95. Id. art. 12.
96. See Trade Marks Act § 2 (1998) (Sing.) (amended 2004) (defining a trademark as "any sign capable
of being represented graphically and which is capable of distinguishing goods or services dealt with or provided
in the course of trade by a person from goods or services so dealt with or provided by any other person"); see
also USSFTA, supra note 1, art. 16.2, n.16-6 (defining a trademark as "any sign, or combination of signs,
capable of identifying a good or service as originating in the territory of a Party").
97. Trade Marks Act § 2 (1998) (Sing.) (amended by Act 20 of 2004).
98. Id.
99. Id.
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traditional trademarks.' u In particular, the mark must be a "sign capable of being
represented graphically."'0 ' However, it is unlikely that nonvisual signs, other
than sound marks,' 2 will be registered if the Intellectual Property Office of
Singapore (IPOS) and the Singapore courts follow the same approach taken in
Europe.' 3 These steps will help harmonize Singapore trademark laws with global
trademark laws, reduce the confusion that foreign companies face when entering
into Singapore with distinguished names and identifications, and protect existing
local companies' marks. Thus, these changes potentially please both foreign
companies and local companies'0 by granting more rights to their identifying
marks.
The USSFTA also implements various procedural changes.' 5 Many of these
changes increase the efficiency of trademark registration."6 One provision
streamlines the trademark filing process by allowing applicants to use their own
national patent and trademark offices for filing trademark applications.' 7 Despite
the positive changes to the registration procedures, Singapore scholars demand
that Singapore implement more changes to the registration system and give
procedural issues more attention.'0 8 Thus, procedural changes implemented by the
agreement are a good start, but Singapore must still continue to improve
registration procedures internally and with other nations.""
The USSFTA applies the property law principle of "first-in-time, first-inright" to trademarks and geographical indicators (place-names) applied to
products." The first to file for a trademark is granted the first right to use that
name, phrase or geographical place name."' Despite the historical acceptance of

100. USSFTA, supra note 1, art. 16.2, n.16-6.
101. Id.
102. See Keith Callinan et al., New Patent & Trade Mark Laws (from July 1), at http://www.surfip.
gov.sg/sip/site/spotl/surfip-spotlight__2004104151456.htm (last visited November 15, 2004) (discussing sound
marks, which are commonly represented by musical notes, as an example of a symbol that falls under the new
trademark definition).
103. Id.
104. See McDonald's Corp. v. Future Enterprises, 2 S.L.R. 652 (2004) (denying McDonald's allegations
that items with the "Mac" label marketed by Future Enterprises infringed upon McDonald's trademark, thus
establishing a high burden of proof for a successful trademark infringement action).
105. USSFTA, supra note 1, art. 16-2.
106. See Callinan, supra note 102 (remarking that the changes will benefit trademark registrants in
Singapore).
107. USSFTA, supranote 1, art. 16.5.
108. See Bruce Lehman, The Global Patent Crisis - A Need ForAction, Intellectual Property Academy,
at http://www.ipacademy.edu.sg/section/programme/research_78.htm (last visited April 13, 2005) (warning
that "without any relief from the emerging crisis, the number of unexamined patent applications at the USPTO
will rise from the current level of 457,000 to 1,489,000 by 2010"). "This will mean an average of thirty-six
months to first office action and forty-three months to allowance, with no end in sight to escalating pendancy."
Id.
109. Id.
110. USSFTA, supranote 1, art. 16.2-1.
111. Id.
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this property law principle, the concept may not properly apply to non-Western
legal systems.'1 2 Although Singapore's system of law is based heavily on English
law precedents along with its own common law precedents, "' scholars, including
the Singapore Chief Justice, continue to argue for the belief that Western models
are not entirely appropriate for Singapore." 4
Singapore must remain balanced so that the stronger trademark provisions
are not abused by trademark rights owners." 5 By increasing the protection for
rights holders, the law necessarily lessens the rights of users, who are restricted6
from employing trademarked symbols or names in any commercial context."
With the higher civil damages for infringement, "' the revised laws create a new
financial motivation for owners seeking protection of their rights.
2.

Copyrights

The USSFTA extends protection for copyrighted works and phonograms,
consistent with U.S. standards and international trends."' Although the overall
value of extended copyright duration is debatable," 9 the uniformity will help
eliminate confusion for foreign artists who will have the same duration of their
copyright in Singapore as in their original country.120
A hotly debated issue in copyright law is copyright protection on the
Internet.12 In 1998, the United States passed the Digital Millennium Copyright

112. See K. Kalan, Property Rights, Individual Rights, and the Viability Of Patent Law Systems, 71 U.
COLO. L. REV. 1439, 1451-52 (2001) (explaining that Western countries have applied the concept since the
beginnings of traditional property ownership).
113. See Tan, supra note 88, at 93 (explaining that the inherited common law based legal system is a
legacy of Singapore's British colonial past, which began when Sir Stamford Raffles of the British East India
Company founded Singapore in 1819).
114. See id. (stating that the current Chief Justice has underscored the importance of evolving "a body of
autochthonous case law, capable of responding to the needs and concerns of the people who live and do
business in Singapore").
115. See Kripke, supra note 19 (urging for a proper balance between free trade and intellectual property
that is suited to each economy).
116. Id.
117. See Singapore to Introduce Jail Terms, Finesfor Software and Internet Piracy, AGENCE FRANCE
PRESSE, Oct. 19, 2004, available at WL96988817 (reporting that Singapore revised its laws to include minimum
statutory damages in civil cases).
118. USSFTA, supra note 1, art. 16.4-4.
119. See generally Eldred v. Ashcroft, 537 U.S. 186 (2003) (upholding a law extending the copyright
duration from fifty years to seventy years after the death of the copyright holder). The majority expressed that
creativity would be encouraged by an assurance of fair compensation for their descendants, while the dissent
argued that the result harms the public by causing "higher prices for consumers and more obstacles for
scholars." Id.
120. See FAQS, supra note 90 (noting that Singapore will match the duration of the country that
originally granted the copyright).
121. See Kevin Michael Lemley, Comment, Protecting Consumers From Themselves: Alleviating The
Market InequalitiesCreatedby Online Copyright Infringement In The EntertainmentIndustry, 13 ALB. L.J. SCs.
& TECH. 613, 614 (2003) (noting that scholars write extensively on the subject, yet are unable to provide any
solution to balance the interests of rights-holders and users).
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Act ("DCMA"),'2 2 which resolved the issue of Internet service provider liability
for transferring of copyrighted material.' 23 The USSFTA is the first international
trade agreement to implement anticircumvention provisions similar to those of
the DMCA.12 4 The DMCA prohibits the circumvention of technological measures
that effectively control access to a copyrighted work, such as using programs to
bypass encryption software on an MP3 song.'2' These strong anticircumvention
provisions are designed to prevent piracy and unauthorized distribution over the
Internet. 26 Lawyers debate whether this protection is too strong, as it prevents
17
people from using portions of a file in accord with fair use principles.
Unsurprisingly, the record industry praises these efforts to strengthen intellectual
property rights.
Although Singapore's attitude towards these changes is
uncertain, it must adapt to these laws.
Several more provisions continue to strengthen and modernize copyright
protections.' 29 The Agreement ensures that only authors, composers, and other30
copyright owners have the right to make their works available online.'
Copyright owners maintain rights to temporary copies of their works on
computers, which is important to protect music, videos,
software, and text from
3'
Internet.
the
via
sharing
unauthorized
widespread
The USSFTA also provides for some long-needed changes to prevent
copyright piracy in the digital age.'32 One change adds specific protection for
encrypted program-carrying satellite signals.' 33 The protection extends to the
signals themselves as well as the programming. Thus, these changes will prevent

122. 17 U.S.C. § 1201 et seq.
123. See U.S. Trade Representative, 2004 Foreign Trade Barriers: Singapore, 425, at http://www.
ustr.gov/assets/Document-Library/Reports-Publications/2004/2004-National-Trade-Estimate/204-NTE-Repo
rt/asset-upload filel85_4795.pdf. (Last visited Nov. 12, 2004) (limiting the liability of Internet service
providers who have no knowledge of the illegal transfers) [hereinafter Barriers].
124. USSFrA, supra note 1, art 16.9-22; see also Brandy A. Karl, Comment, Enforcing the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act Internationally: Why Congress Shouldn't Lock in the Current DMCA By Approving
the Current Version of the U.S.-Singapore Free Trade Agreement, FINDLAW'S WRIT, at http://writ.news.
findlaw.com/student/20030519_karl.html (last visited Oct. 25, 2004) (questioning the reasoning behind
implementing the DCMA in the USSFTA).
125. Karl, supra note 124, at 3.
126. See Free Trade with Singapore: America's First Free Trade Agreement in Asia, supra note 92
(reflecting the U.S. government's concern over piracy on the Internet).
127. See Karl, supra note 124 (arguing that if a music teacher were to bypass MP3 protection for
educational purposes, the act would violate the law despite fair use doctrine, that would allow such an act).
128. Protecting U.S. Innovations From Intellectual Property Piracy: Hearing Before the Committee on
House Government Reform, 108th Cong. (2004) (statement of Joseph Papovich, Senior Vice President of the
Recording Industry Association of America) (noting that "the FFA negotiating process is the best avenue
currently available to us for ensuring that these important digital copyright issues are adequately addressed").
129. America's First Free Trade Agreement in Asia, supra note 92.
130. USSFrA, supra note 1, art. 16.4-1.
131. Id.
132. See Baucus, supra note 28 (calling for continued intellectual property enforcement as "American
producers lost $13 billion in software sales to piracy in 2002").
133. USSFTA, supra note 1, art. 16.6.
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piracy of satellite
television programming, which was formerly unregulated by
34
Singapore laws.
Another change to counteract high-tech piracy concerns is a law prohibiting
the production of optical discs (CDs, DVDs, or software) without a source6
35
identification code,' unless authorized by the copyright holder in writing1
Critics fear that the source identification code requirement may infringe upon
individual civil liberties. 3 7 However, in reviewing the change, the level of
intrusion by source identification codes is analogous to serial numbers on
American dollar bills that prevent counterfeiting.3 8 These technological
protections garnered strong support in the United States and are beneficial to the
overall technological environment.'
3. Patents
The differences in patent laws across countries are the most dramatic, 40 and
thus the harmonization of patent laws between the United States and Singapore is
a significant step to finding common ground. The USSFTA harmonized
procedural matters concerning patent applications and patent duration with the
United States.'14 Most significantly among procedural changes, the patent term
can be extended to compensate for up front administrative or regulatory delays in
consistent with U.S. practice.' 43 Also, the limits for
granting the original patent, ,41

134. Id.
135. See Matt Loney, Media Firms Lobby Piracy Controls to EU, CNET NEWS (May 24, 2002),
available at http://news.com.com/2100-1023-922706.html (last visited Jan. 17, 2005) (informing that a source
identification code is an eight-letter code stamped on discs produced by CD recording plants as a unique
identifier and is used to track down possible offenders).
136. USSFTA, supra note 1, art. 16.4-8.
137. See Loney, supra note 135 (citing concerns for civil liberties that the codes may allow for the
tracking of individuals, invading their privacy).
138. Compare Loney, supra note 135 (discussing the source identification code), with Tougher Penalties
Sought for Inkjet Counterfeit Bills, THE RECORD, Apr. 1, 1998, at AI5 (showing that the ease and the harm
incurred is similar in both cases, while few criticisms arise in calls for more stringent counterfeiting laws).
139. See Capitol Hill, WARREN'S WASH. INTERNET DAILY, Feb. 1, 2005, available at 2005 WL
61938764 (noting that the Association for Competitive Technology set its "Tech Environmental Quality Index"
at 100.76, an improvement of 10 points over last year).
140. Sunil Kanwar & Robert E. Evenson, Does Intellectual Property Protection Spur Technological
Change?, Yale U. Library Economic Growth Center Collection, June 2001, at 10, available at http://papers.
ssm.com/paper.tafabstractid=275322 (last visited Feb. 7, 2005).
141. See Laurence R. Hefter & Robert D. Litowitz, ProtectingIntellectual Property: Prosperity Paper
No. 7, United States Information Agency, 1995 (explaining that longer durations tend to increase investment in
those patents and are beneficial until they begin to stifle the creative process); see also Ian Ayres & Paul
Klemperer, Limiting Patentees' Market Power Without Reducing Innovation Incentives: The Perverse Benefits
Of Uncertainty And Non-Injunctive Remedies, 97 MICH. L. REV. 985, 1000-1003 (1999) (noting the
proportional relationship between an extended duration, profits, innovation, and monopolies).
142. USSFTA, supranote 1, art 16.7-7.
143. See Dietmar Harhoff & Stefan Wagner, Modeling the Duration of Patent Examination at the
EuropeanPatent Office, at http://www.vwl.uniannheim.de/stah/io-ausschuss/paper/04-harhoff.pdf (last visited
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'44
revoking a patent are the same grounds required to originally refuse a 5patent.
revocation.1
Consequently, these standards protect patents from arbitrary
In another provision of the agreement, the USSFTA specifies protections for
patents covering biotech plants and animals. 146 These protections restate existing
4
and also adopt the language of the TRIPS agreement. 1 Unlike
patent practices "47
the TRIPS agreement, however, the USSFTA does not provide the government
with flexibility to refuse a patent based on public health and environmental
concerns.' 9 While the U.S. Labor Advisory Committee ("LAC") rejected this
formation of the protections,'50 the U.S. Trade Representative office responded by
noting that USSFTA does not prevent either the United States or Singapore from
keeping products produced from a patent, such as new plant or animal forms that
potentially may harm the environment, from entering the market.'' Thus, even if
the United States or Singapore granted the patent to be consistent with the
Agreement, market restrictions will prevent the harm with which the LAC is
concerned.
A specific area of concern for both parties was pharmaceutical products and
agricultural chemicals. 52 The USSFTA reflects this concern by defining
particular rights for each of these industries.'53 For example, it includes protection
against imports of pharmaceutical products without the patent holder's consent
T M The LAC claims that these rules will
by allowing breach of contract lawsuits.'
prevent Singapore from making life-saving drugs available to combat health
5
crises,' and are thus incompatible with current WTO agreements. ' Specifically,

Jan. 15, 2005) (comparing the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and the European Patent Office and their
procedural differences and reasons for patent delays in general); see also Jakkrit Kuanpoth, MajorIssues in the
Thai Patent System, THAILAND LAW FORUM (1999), available at http://www.thailawforum.com/articlesl
jakpatl.html (last visited Jan. 18, 2005) (noting that a large amount of pressure was put on Thailand to match
U.S. patent duration and also comparing differences between Thailand and the European Community
approaches to patent procedures).
144. USSFTA, supranote 1, art. 16.7-4.
145. America's First Free Trade Agreement in Asia, supra note 92.
146. USSFTA, supra note 1, art. 16.8-1.
147. U.S. Trade Representative, Response to LaborAdvisory Committee Report on the Proposed Chile
and Singapore FTAs 9 (2003) [hereinafter Response to LAC].
148. Compare TRIPS, supra note 77, § 5.27.3(b), with USSFTA, supra note 1, art. 16.8-2
(demonstrating that the USSFTA does not contain the same language found in TRIPS guaranteeing flexibility).
149. See LAC, Report for the Labor Advisory Committee for Trade Negotiations and Trade Policy 14
(2003) (warning that Singapore could be required to patent plants and other life forms despite possible harm to
the environment or public health and safety) [hereinafter Reportfor LAC].
150. Id.
151. Response to LAC, supra note 147, at 8-9.
152. See USSFTA, supra note 1, art 16.1 (providing specific, individual laws governing pharmaceutical
and agricultural industries).
153. Id. art. 16.8.
154. Id. art. 16.7-2.
155. ReportforLAC, supra note 149, at 13-14.
156. See WTO, Doha Ministerial Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health, Nov. 14,
2001, WT/MIN(01)/DEC/2, at http://www.wto.orglenglish/thewto e/minist_e/min0l-e/mindecl-trips_e.htm
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the LAC contends that the USSFTA contains rules that erode flexibility by
offering protection that is beyond the purpose of the TRIPS agreement.'5 7 The
U.S. Trade Representative office responded to these objections by noting that
each government will remain free to override drug patents to address any
emergency situation, including a health crisis. 58 The tenuous relationship
between TRIPS and public health is longstanding, dating back to the Doha WTO
Ministerial Declaration of 2001." 9 Realistically, Singapore would not refrain
from responding to a health crisis when it has the means to prevent or treat such a
crisis, and, thus, the U.S. Trade Representative office's response is more aligned
with the intent of the U.S. and Singapore governments.' 60
Further, the LAC criticizes the rule governing access to test data, arguing that
the rule favors protecting pharmaceutical companies over the public's health. 6'
Test data and trade secrets submitted to a government for the purpose of product
approval are protected against disclosure for a period of five years for
pharmaceuticals and ten years for agricultural chemicals. 62 The LAC advises that
denying the generic drug producers access to test data could unnecessarily delay
163
affordable access to quality medicines and make their production more costly.

Further, the LAC explains that this restriction could be used by pharmaceutical
companies to block the production of generic medicines during a public health
crisis.' 64 The U.S. Trade Representative office responded by explaining that the

disclosure rules are based upon longstanding practice by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration and the Environmental Protection Agency, with regard to test
data that predate implementation of the TRIPS Agreement, and that these
practices do not directly impede any response to a health crisis. 6
Considering Singapore's open and friendly policy towards businesses, '6 it is
doubtful that Singapore would interpret the rule in a way that would produce
confusing results, such as the one suggested by the LAC. 67 According to a

(last visited April 20, 2005) (declaring that TRIPS "does not and should not prevent members from taking
measures to protect public health").
157. ReportforLAC, supra note 149, at 13.
158. Response to LAC, supra note 147, at 8-9.
159. See India's Interests Protected at Doha, BUSINESS LINE, Nov. 22, 2001, availableat LEXIS, News
Library (reporting that Murasoli Muran, Union Commerce & Industry Minister of India, had brought forth
concerns about public health and the TRIPS agreement).
160. See Response to LAC, supra note 147, at 8-9 (describing the need to revise the USSFTA provisions
to clarify what actions Singapore may take to respond to emergencies).
161. Reportfor LAC, supra note 149, at 13.
162. USSFTA, supranote 1, art. 16.8.
163. Reportfor LAC, supra note 149, at 13.
164. Id.
165. Response to LAC, supra note 147, at 9.
166. See U.S. Dept of Commerce, supra note 61 (describing the Singapore government as transparent).
167. See Reportfor LAC, supra note 149, at 13 (describing the possibility of the pharmaceutical patent
laws preventing Singapore from acting in a health crisis).
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statement released by the U.S. Department of Commerce with regard to the
general policy of Singapore:
[T]he Singapore Government promotes its regulatory environment as
business-friendly, with transparent and clear regulations. Tax, labor,
banking and finance, industrial health and safety, arbitration, wage and
training rules and regulations are formulated and reviewed with the
interests of foreign investors and local enterprises in mind, and 68the
businesses.'
Government is usually open to comments from interested
With the Singapore government open to the needs of its people, the
Agreement will probably not prevent Singapore from responding to such a crisis
as imagined by the LAC.' 69
To further safeguard intellectual property rights, the USSFTA includes
promises that government marketing-approval agencies will not grant approval to
patent-violating products.' 70 These agencies provide marketing approval and
sanitary permits for medicines. 7 ' This regulation goes further than any protection
interests. 7 2
provided in the TRIPS agreement to protect U.S. pharmaceutical
4. Anticompetition and Monopolies
Even though competition law is separate from intellectual property law, there
are still inherent conflicts in the relationship between the two.'73 Chapter 12 of the74
in Singapore.
USSFTA governs anticompetitive practices and monopolies
Under the terms of the Agreement, Singapore was to enact legislation proscribing
anticompetitive business conduct by January 2005.' 7' Although the intent and
Singapore retained a
purpose of the Agreement was to eliminate these practices,
76
discretion.'
its
under
monopolies
right to designate

168. U.S. Dept. of Commerce, supra note 61.
169. See id.(noting that the provisions have never been construed to prevent action in response to a
health crisis).
170. USSFrA, supranote 1, art. 16.6.
171. Id.
172. Reportfor LAC, supra note 149, at 13.
173. See James F. Rill & Mark C. Schechter, "InternationalHarmonization OfAntitrust And Intellectual
Property": InternationalAntitrust and Intellectual PropertyHarmonization of the Interface, 34 LAW & POL'Y
INT'L Bus. 783, 784-88 (2003) (noting the internal conflict in the United States between intellectual property
laws and antitrust laws, and describing manners used in other countries which raise the problem of international
conflicts).
174. USSFTA, supra note 1, ch. 12.
175. See id. at art. 12.2(1), n. 12-1 (stating that "Singapore shall enact general competition legislation by
January 2005, and shall not exclude enterprises from that legislation on the basis of their status as government
enterprises").
176. See id. art. 12.3(1)(a) (stating that nothing under the agreement prevents either party from
designating a monopoly).
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Despite the passage of legislation prohibiting anticompetition and
monopolies, issues concerning Singapore's use of the designation provision
worry foreign industries. 77 Singapore depends heavily upon state-owned
businesses, as evidenced by the fact that Singapore received 27.21 percent of its
total revenues from state-owned enterprises and government-owned property in
2002.178 In a specific example of concern, foreign telecommunication companies
recently permitted to join the market via the USSFTA alleged that the local
telecommunications company, Singapore Telecommunications,
utilized
anticompetitive pricing tactics in charging for the use of its circuits. 79 Singapore
Telecommunications is seventy-five percent government owned, but has not been
designated as a monopoly. 80 Therefore, Singapore's conflict of interest could
undermine the Agreement's purpose of eliminating anticompetitive practices if
Singapore designates a company as a monopoly to hinder businesses which are
competing against government owned businesses, or by failing to designate
government owned businesses.18 Although Singapore's extensive government
involvement in private businesses is a concern, specifically when it comes to
anticompetitive practices, it is also a boon because Singapore maintains a good
example to local businesses in order to secure proper enforcement of its anticompetition provisions, as well as other provisions regarding intellectual property
rights.
5. Enforcement of IntellectualPropertyRights
Although the Agreement confers increased intellectual property rights to
their owners, without proper enforcement these rights have no value and thus will
83
have no effect. 8 2 Piracy and intellectual property theft is major concern in Asia,'
and, thus, is one of the primary focuses of the USSFTA. The U.S. Trade
Representative designated Singapore as a high priority concern on the "watch
list" for piracy and intellectual property theft.'8 Although Singapore is not known

177. See Lim, supra note 34, at 318 (noting that either country could designate unfavorable businesses
as monopolies).
178. See Miles, supra note 89 (noting that the Singapore government exercises substantial interference,
citing figures reported by the International Monetary Fund).
179. See Barriers,supra note 123, at 420 (reporting that Singapore, which owns a controlling share in
Singapore Telecommunications, has been accused of offering low costs in an attempt to restrict competition
among all communications companies).
180. Id.
181. See id. (recognizing the possible conflict of interest between Singapore and a business owned by
Singapore in monopoly battles).
182. See id. (citing concerns about piracy and its negative effect on intellectual property protection).
183. See generally Georgina Lee, Hk's Software Piracy Shame, THE STANDARD, July 8, 2004, available
at LEXIS, News Library (noting that in the Asia Pacific region, over 53 out of 100 installed programs are
pirated). Singapore's piracy rate for 2003 was 43 percent. Id.
184. Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, 2000 Special 301 Report (May 2000) [hereinafter Special
Report].
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for creating intellectual property, it has now agreed to strictly protect intellectual
property rights."' Realistically, a nation with little intellectual property
development has little incentive to protect or enforce intellectual property
rights." 6 For example, an industrializing Korea between 1960-1970 had little
intellectual property protection and enforcement, which resulted in a more active
market that encouraged competition and kept Korean businesses free to use
intellectual property from other countries. s7 In the following two decades, Korea
established stronger intellectual property rights and enforcement mechanisms
because its engineers, scientists, and inventors created and owned more
intellectual property. 88' Although Singapore is not on the same level as Korea in
terms of intellectual property development,"' similar protections will help create
more opportunities for foreign exporters, thus benefiting Singapore's economy.190
Another incentive for Singapore to deter piracy is the tremendous negative
9
impact on Singapore's tax revenues caused by piracy. ' Singapore lost nearly
$40 million in tax revenues due to piracy in 1999.192 Thus, Singapore is expected
to enforce the laws scrupulously to protect its tax revenues for its internal benefit
as well as to enhance its reputation to foreign investors and exporters.
In response to criticisms from software and entertainment companies,
Singapore strengthened its statutes protecting intellectual property in those
areas.'93 Singapore also reaffirmed its powers to seize, forfeit, and destroy
185. See generally FAQS, supra note 90 (noting that Singapore is not known for either the development
or ownership of intellectual property).
186. See H.M. Gladney, Digital Intellectual Property: Controversial and International Aspects, 24
COLUM.-VLA J.L. & ARTS 47, 80 (2000) (explaining that "[s]ince the IP-producing nations inject IP into trade
negotiations, it is not surprising that nations that are not major sources of IP sign TRIPs and then fail to enforce
the treaty obligations vigorously within their borders").
187. See Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, Integrating Intellectual Property Rights and
Development Policy 20 (2002), available at http://www.iprcommission.org/papers/pdfs/final-report/CIPR
fullfinal.pdf (last visited Mar. 5, 2004) (highlighting that this method played an important part in Korea's
development of indigenous technologies and innovative capacity).
188. See Linsu Kim, Technology Transfer and Intellectual Property Rights: Lessons from Korea's
Experience, 21 (2002), available at http://www. iprsonline.org/unctadictsd/docs/Kim2002.pdf (last visited Oct.
6, 2004) (noting the role of the government funded Korea Institute of Science and Technology and describing
how this is a natural progression from the intermediate technology stage to the mature technology stage).
189. See Bruce Lehman, Intellectual Asset Management: Going Beyond IP, 11-12 at http://www.
iipi.org/newsroom/speeches/Singapore_0302.pdf (Mar. 12, 2003) (last visited Feb. 25, 2005) [hereinafter
Intellectual Asset Management] (showing the top twenty-five countries whose nationals have received patents
from the U.S. Patent Office in 2001). South Korea nationals received 3,538 patents from the U.S. Patent Office,
while Singapore nationals only received 296 patents. Id.
190. See id. at 14.
191. See Chong Kee Kin, Business Software Alliance Study: Software Piracy 'Cost Spore $40m Last
Year', STArs TIMES, Apr. 12, 2000, available at 2004 WL 83770140 (reporting that Singapore lost an
estimated $40 million in tax revenues in 1999 due to piracy).
192. Id.
193. See Don E. Tomlinson, Intellectual Property in the Digital Age: The Piracy/Counterfeiting
Problem and Antipiracy and Anitcounterfeiting Measures, 8 CURRENTS: INT'L TRADE L.J. 3, 7-8 (1999)
(explaining the state of copyright protection in Singapore previous to 1999). Copyright holders had to assert
their rights against offenders in civil suits with recovery limited to incidental monetary damages. Id. at 10.
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counterfeit and pirated goods produced within the country or at its borders."9
Under the Agreement, Singapore introduced jail terms and stiff fines for people
who violate software and Internet copyright laws. 9 5 In addition, the USSFTA
mandates both statutory and actual damages under Singaporean law for
intellectual property right violations in civil cases. 96 This serves as a deterrent to
piracy 97 and provides that monetary damages can be awarded even if actual
economic harm cannot be determined.'9 This harsh stance against piracy and
intellectual property theft is difficult to criticize because the previous penalties in
Singapore had very little deterrent effect.' 99 Further, Singapore responds that
these harsher penalties will "help to uphold legitimate businesses and that will
directly benefit our economy."2 °° Thus, it appears that the change will benefit
Singapore, the United States, and other countries doing trade in Singapore by
deterring or punishing those guilty of piracy.
C. Judicial Challenges of Transition
In responding to the legislation proposed and created under the decree of the
USSFTA, the Singapore judiciary will have to overhaul its current line of
precedents. Despite careful drafting, some intellectual property law problems will
inevitably end up in the Singapore court system for clarification. 20 '
Like the U.S. legal system, the Singapore legal system is a common law
system based on the English tradition. 0 2 The organization of the Singapore court

194. See USSFTA, supra note 1, art. 16.9-19 (noting that Singapore may initiate border measures ex
officio, without the need for a formal complaint from a private party or right holder, as opposed to procedures
beforehand allowing only private parties to assert their rights).
195. See Copyright Bill pt. V, div. V (1987) (Sing.) (amended 2004) (listing numerous offenses that
carry fines up to "$20,000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months or to both and, in the case of a
second or subsequent offence, to a fine not exceeding $50,000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5
years or to both").
196. See USSFTA, supra note 1, art. 16.9-5 (stating that Singapore laws must give civil remedies that
include "the opportunity for the right holder to elect between actual damages it suffered or pre-established
damages").
197. See generally Developments in the Law-The Paths of Civil Litigation II. The Use of the Public
Nuisance Tort againstthe Handgun Industry, 113 HARV. L. REV. 1759 (2000) (explaining that civil litigation is
effective to combat crime).
198. Free Trade with Singapore:America's FirstFree Trade Agreement in Asia, supra note 92.
199. See Chua Hian Hou, Home Users Face Fines or Jailfor Illegal Downloads, STRAITS TIMES, Oct.
19, 2004, available at 2004 WL 91466664 (reporting that before the harsher penalties, the fine imposed on
copyright infringers was not worth the cost of tracking and taking legal action against them); see also Special
Report, supra note 184 (noting previous problems with piracy in Singapore, despite continued efforts to tighten
up border and custom controls).
200. FAQS, supra note 90.
201. See, e.g., Intellectual Property Committee of the Law Society of Singapore, Comments on the
Proposed Amendments to the Trade Marks Act 1998 (2004), available at http://www.newiplaws.org.
sg/pdf/Law%20Soc%20Comments%20on%20TM%20_Amendment_%2OBill.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005)
(noting unresolved language inconsistencies in the amendments to the Trade Marks Act).
202. See Karen Blochlinger, Primus Inter Pares: Is The Singapore Judiciary FirstAmong Equals?, 9
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system is very similar the U.S. court system. The judiciary is organized into a
three-tiered system: the Courts of Appeal at the highest level, the High Court at
03
the intermediate level of appeal, and subordinate courts at the trial level. Thus,
the court has the ability to rely on many English precedents in the arena of these
new intellectual property changes. tn Additionally, Singapore courts may apply
U.S. law in copyright cases according to the Berne Convention for the Protection
of Literary and Artistic Works. 2 5
6
In a recent case, McDonalds Corp. v. Future EnterprisesPte Ltd.,t the High
Court clarified that it would not retroactively apply the new laws. Unfortunately,
the case was decided in the midst of the amendment to the law, so it is unclear
whether the Singapore judiciary will continue to rely purely on precedent when
207
hearing arguments that base the claim on new aspects of the law. The lack of
certainty is tempered by the Singapore judiciary's excellent track record for
overall fairness. 208
IV. CONCLUSION
By agreeing to adopt these intellectual property protections, Singapore has
established itself as a haven in the Asian region for all intellectual property
owners to attract future business. Singapore adopts a large amount of U.S.
21
intellectual property law via the USSFTA,21 ° most of it to satisfy U.S. concerns. '
PAC. RIM L. & POL'Y J. 591, 594 (2000) (describing the history of the Singapore judiciary dating back to the
time of the English colonists).
203. See id. at 594-95 (explaining the organization and history of the Singapore judiciary system).
204. See Tan, supranote 88, at 93.
205. See TRIPS, supra note 78, at art. 2.2 n.2; see also Creative Technology, Ltd. v. Aztech System Pte.,
Ltd., 61 F.3d 696, 701-703 (9th Cir. 1995) (noting that the Singapore High Court could apply U.S. laws under
the Berne convention should the need arise).
206. McDonald's Corp. v. Future Enterprises, 2 S.L.R. 652 (2004).
207. See, e.g., Kevin Wong, Highlightsof the Singapore Trade Marks (Amendment) Act 2004, MONDAQ
BuStNESS BRIEFING, Sept. 8, 2004, availableat 2004 WL 12300149 (explaining that trademark dilution, which
had not been previously recognized in Singapore, is now part of the new amendments. Trademark dilution is the
gradual attenuation of a mark's value by another that results in the original owner's loss of goodwill, and
generally protects well-known marks. Without a line of precedent, it is difficult to predict how the Singapore
judiciary will handle such a case should it arise).
208. See Blochinger, supra note 202, at 616 (noting that the World Competitiveness Yearbook of 1999
"ranked Singapore first out of forty-seven countries in its assessment of legal frameworks"). Further, World
Competitiveness Yearbook of 1999 "ranked Singapore fourth out of forty-six countries, and first in Asia, in a
study on the confidence in fair administration of justice." Id.
209. See Singapore Ministry of Trade and Industry, Singapore's FTA Network: Expanding Markets,
Connecting Partnersat http://www.fta.gov.sg (last visited, Nov. 16, 2004) (explaining "[g]reater cooperation in
the area of science & technology will boost research & development in high value industries."); see also Lim,
supra note 34, at 311 (noting that Singapore is the first nation in the Southeast Asian region to carry this level of
intellectual property protection).
210. See generally USSFTA, supra note 1, at art. 16-1 (demonstrating that Singapore and the United
States both adopt a long list of international agreements, and then further extend their intellectual property law
protections to match up with the United States).
211. See Kim Nayyer, Globalization of Information: Intellectual Property Law Implications, FIRST
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Although the overall effect of the USSFTA promotes trade in Singapore, the
majority of intellectual property changes serve the United States and other
foreign nations while hurting Singapore-based companies and Singapore citizens
economically.1 2 But, as seen in McDonald's Corp., the Singapore court is
empowered to interpret the laws and can protect a Singapore company's
intellectual property rights against the attack of a foreign company.2 3 However,
this does not mean that Singapore's court system and legislature will protect only
local businesses. McDonald's shows a careful application of the law, rather than
an outright preference for local businesses. Furthermore, Singapore will continue
to maintain integrity and have an open attitude towards foreign business, as it has
in the past. 4
Even though the intellectual property law changes primarily serve countries
other than Singapore, strong protection will make Singapore more attractive to
foreign investors," 5 fostering economic growth. Further, strong intellectual
property protections will encourage the kind of domestic economic policies in the
Asian region that enable the growth of high value, high wage industries built on
the intellectual property assets of the region's people. 6 Thus, Singapore will
attract foreign companies looking to expand, including those companies already
doing business in Asia.
As the first free trade agreement between the United States and Singapore,
the USSFTA signifies that the United States is beginning to understand the
importance of Asia."' In particular, the United States and Singapore trade link
will benefit greatly.2 Additionally, the United States will strengthen its political
base in Southeast Asia.2 9 Extending U.S. trade into Asia is a necessary step
towards maintaining future economic growth for the United States.220 Still, the

MONDAY, at http://www.firstmonday.org/issues/issue7-l/nayyer (last visited Mar. 5, 2005) (arguing that the

effects of global standardization of intellectual property laws is positive primarily for intellectual property
producing nations and transnational corporations, but not for nations whose intellectual property production is
low).
212. See id. (describing how intellectual property rights empower private entities).
213. See McDonald's Corp., supra note 206 (finding that Future Enterprises was entitled to continue
using the "Mac" trademark, thus rejecting McDonalds' claim that its continued use would cause confusion).
214. See U.S. Dept. of Commerce, supra note 61 (praising Singapore's open policy in government in
relation to business and predictability in terms of procedural matters).
215. See Intellectual Property Office of Singapore, Patents, at http://www.newiplaws.org.sg/patents.htm
(last visited Jan. 17, 2005) (noting that "greater protection accorded to pharmaceuticals can provide an incentive
for investments in Singapore especially to an industry that expends considerable cost and time in development
of new products.").
216. See Intellectual Asset Management, supranote 189.
217. See Pact,supra 14 (reporting President Bush's announcement of the agreement's importance).
218. See Singapore-U.S. FTA boosts bilateraltrade by 10%, supra note 67 (reporting that trade between
the United States and Singapore rose 10 percent due to the agreement).
219. See Pact, supra note 14 (recording that leaders of both nations praised not only the financial
benefits but also the strengthened ties between the United States and Singapore).
220. See Baucus, supra note 28 (urging the United States to focus more on Asia due to Asia's
importance).
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United States must continue to build upon the USSFTA and demonstrate that
Asia is a priority."' Further, in negotiations the United States must tailor
intellectual property protections to each country rather than creating a uniform
level of protection among all countries so as not to disturb the local economies of
122
Otherwise, those intellectual property changes will stifle
those countries.
creativity, create confusion, and hinder local businesses' ability to compete with
foreign businesses, 2123 as the USSFTA could have done if not for Singapore's
ability to absorb the negative impacts of these intellectual property changes in
exchange for future economic growth. Thus, while the USSFTA appears to be a
workable solution to an industrialized country such as Singapore, applying those
same intellectual property provisions could be harmful to other countries'
224
economies.

221. See Tommy Koh, An Asian Wishlistfor Washington, STRAITS TIMES, Dec. 8, 2004, availableat
2004 WL 97947425 (recommending that "the US needs to revamp its public diplomacy in South-east Asia in
order to redress the serious deterioration in the public support for the US and its policies").
222. See Kripke, supra note 19 (citing concerns for careful consideration of intellectual property rights
for developing countries in possible agreements with those countries).
223. See Boldrin, supra note 30, at 4 (explaining that strengthened intellectual property rights hurt
innovation, increase market prices, and hinder production).
224. See, e.g., Bessen, supra note 84, at 20 (explaining that a balance must be made in intellectual
property protection, ideally to limit imitation, but allow similar but potentially valuable complementary
contributions).

